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I. INTRODUCTION M ANY stochastic systems that arise in the engineering, biological, and other sciences follow the statistics of a Poisson variable or process. A few examples are queueing systems, transportation systems, streams of telephone calls, radioactive radiations, output of photomultiplier tubes in a laser communication system, level-crossing processes, population processes, and many biological processes (see, for example, [3] and the references there). Moreover, in general whenever the system's evolution is described by a random sequence of point events (a point process), which is caused by a superposition of many low-intensity point processes, it is known that (under suitable regularity conditions) this process is governed asymptotically by Poisson statistics (see [6, ch. 51) . This asymptotic result, like that which leads to Gaussian statistics, explains the frequent occurrence of Poisson statistics in physical phenomena. We also know that the stream of level crossings by a stationary Gaussian Manuscript received September 26, 1972; revised December 14, 1972 . This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research under Grant N00014-69-A-0200-4041.
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process tends asymptotically (as the level increases) to a Poisson process (under suitable regularity conditions on the covariance function; see [7, ch. 121) .
Assume now that we wish to transmit with fidelity D, at each unit of time, the state of a Poisson process with intensity I to a remote user over a communication channel of capacity C. Our source is a sequence of independently identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables that follow a Poisson distribution. Notice that the same source results if we consider transmitting the total counts that occur in each unit of time in a Poisson process with intensity 1 (since a Poisson process has independent increments). Associated with this source is a rate distortion function R(D) which represents the channel capacity per source letter that is necessary and sufficient for transmitting the source to its destination with fidelity D [l] , [2] . The R(D) function thus serves to identify the rate-distortion variation of an ideal data compression scheme. Although the rate-distortion function of a Gaussian sequence (under a per-letter squarederror distortion measure) is well known, this function for its discrete counterpart, the Poisson sequence, under a useful distortion measure which is proportional to the error, has not yet been derived and studied.
In this paper, we derive and study the rate-distortion function of a Poisson sequence, assuming a per-letter magnitude-error distortion measure. We obtain a useful lower bound to the rate-distortion curve, simple approximations to it for low and high distortions, and an upper bound that is generated by a simple instrumentable coding scheme. Preliminary properties are presented in Section II. The ratedistortion function is derived in Section III. In Section IV we obtain bounds and approximations to the R(D) curve, and a useful coding scheme is presented. In Section V, several rate-distortion curves are presented and compared with the lower bounds and the coding schemes.
II. PRELIMINARIES We consider a Poisson discrete memoryless source {xi, i 2 l}. Thus, the successive letters generated by the source are i.i.d. random variables, governed by a Poisson distribution with intensity I, 0 < i -C co. That is,
The output of this source is to be transmitted over a noisy channel and reconstructed at the receiver to within a prescribed accuracy. To calculate the latter, we have to specify a fidelity criterion. We choose a single-letter fidelity criterion [l] , [2] , with the single-letter distortion measure pjk = p(j,k) given by
where A, and A, represent the source alphabet and reproducing alphabet, respectively, and each of them is composed of the set of nonnegative integers. The distortion between a source letter and its reproducing letter thus equals the error's magnitude. The rate-distortion function of the source, with respect to the given distortion measure Pjk, is defined as follows. The set Q, of D-admissible conditional probabilities q(k 1 j), k E A,, j E A,, is defined as
where d(Q) is the average distortion associated with the probabilities Q = {q(k I j)}. Also associated with Q is the average mutual information
Q~QD
The source coding theorem 1 and its converse [l] , [2] show that R(D).actually represents the channel capacity per source letter that is necessary and sufficient for transmitting the source to its destination with average distortion D.
' The only assumption needed for the proof of the source coding theorem is that there exists a reproducing letter k such that c PlPik < 03. i
In the present problem, for k = 0 we clearly have ~PdPtn = C ipt = 1 < co. I Solving the preceding variational problem for R(D), one obtains the following useful property (see [2, theorem 2.5.21) . Assuming a set of reproducing probabilities q = {qk, k 2 0} (i.e., a set of probabilities for the reproducing letters), let The Poisson distribution (1) has many interesting characteristics (see [3] and references there). The following properties will be helpful in the present analysis. For 1 z Berger [2, theorem 2.5.41 does not directly apply, as the size of source alphabet M, used there to upper bound an expression, is infinite in our case. However, using Poisson statistics we can proceed in the proof as there, upperbounding Subsequently, we find that the reproducing letter k" that achieves D,,, is the integral-median of the distribution. The latter is defined as the nonnegative integer km for which Pi < 3 and i$o pi 2 4.
The distortion associated with k* is given by
We observe that
so that we have (17) Equality holds in (17) if and only if k* = 0. Now applying the properties of the Poisson median, as defined by (12) and discussed thereafter, we readily deduce the following characteristics of the integral-median of a Poisson distribution. Q.E.D.
In particular, note that k" = 0, for 0 < 3, < In 2 N 0.69, so that k* = [A] = 0, for 1 -[A] < In 2 = 5. Equation (18) 
A Tentative Solution
To solve for the rate-distortion curve, we assume a tentative solution, which has to satisfy (8a). We then verify that this solution also satisfies (8b), so that it is the optimal one. In addition, because of the complicated form in which the tentative solution Q(q) is represented, we have to check that we actually have qk > 0, for k E V4.
If we had started our calculations at low-distortion values, we could have applied the following reasoning. Since at D = 0, qk = pk > 0, Vk, one might expect to have V, = A, at very low distortion values. However, solving (8a) and then applying (Sb), one fails to obtain any point on the R(D) curve. Thus due to the infinite size of the alphabets, we find that V, # A,, VD > 0. Starting then at high distortions, we recall that at D,,, we have qk* = 1. At lower distortion values we expect to have V, = (k*, k* + 1} or V, = {k* -1, k*}, and then as the distortion decreases to have V, = Vq(",'") A {k* -n, . . . , k* -1, k*, k* + 1,. * a, k* + m>, with n and m appropriately increasing as D decreases. We will show here that the latter pattern is the one that yields the rate-distortion curve of the Poisson sequence.
Assume thus that V, = Vqq("pm) (to be called, henceforth, the state (n,m)). Then
For states (0,l) and (1 ,O), we clearly have V, = {k* -n, k" + ml and qk*-n,qk*+,,,, are given as in (23). For states (n,m) E {(1,1),(0,2),(2,0)}, i.e., n + m = 2, we have where 0 I n I k*, m 2 0. Equations (Sa) now assume the form
To obtain the distortion region in which state (n,m) is optimal (i.e., yields R(D)), (8b) is to be satisfied. For that purpose, we make the following definitions:
and c1 & es. Solving (20) and (21), we obtain
wherei> O,j> l,ul (') A 0. The following property will = be useful in our analysis.
Proposition I: For a Poisson distribution, uy+ 1) < uc(i) @+ 1) , ul(j), i>O,j> 1. (27) Proof: ct,i+" < ~1,~~) if
-2. aj-1 =e 2 ___ 51
Solving (22), we find, after some algebra, that the probabilities of the reproducing letters in state (n,m) are given by 3
for n $ m > 2, and where since i + 1 < j, for j 2 i + 2. Similarly, a,(j+ r) > aI if (Pj/Pj+l)P(j + 1) > P(j). But
To check (8b) we have to derive expressions for ck, k 2 k* + m + 1 and k I k* -n -1. The following relationships are thus important.
Proposition 2: For state (n,m),
Proqf: By its definition (8), Ci is given as
j=O j=i ci = 2 ajpjuli-jl j=O = F ajpj&-j) + aipi + $, ljpjCi.
Subsequently, we obtain the following relationships :
3 Notice the similarity in the expressions for the optimal {qk} to the case where IA.I = I& < co and p1 2 (pr-I + pi+ ,)/2 solved in [81. However, the optimal set of reproducing letters is seen to be much different.
Lemma 3: For state (n,m), the parametric representation of the rate-distortion curve is given by4
For i 2 k* + m, we obtain by (7), (8), and (22) fl ljpja(
which, when substituted in the preceding expression for c~+~, yields (28a). Similarly, for i I k* -n, using (7), (8), and (22), we obtain
which yields (28b).
Q.E.D.
Propositions 1 and 2 are now used to deduce a lower bound to the distortion interval in which state (n,m) can be the optimal one. This bound is expressed in terms of the parameter a = es, which increases from CI = 0 at Dmin = 0 to amax 5 1 at D,,,.
Lemma 2 By (27), @' ') < a,(j), so that we have Q(i + 1) < ca, (k*+m) i+ 1 -(k*+m) Q(k* + m> , Using (29), CI 2 MY+"'), and (28a) one obtains c~+~ I clci + (1 -tx). The proof is thus completed by induction on i 2 k + m. For i = k" + m, ck'+,,, = 1 * ckt+,,,+r 5 GI + 1 -CI = 1. Then assuming ci I 1, we conclude ci+ r < a + 1 -a = 1. Hence c, < 1, Vk 2 k* + m. Similarly, for i I k* -n, using (27) we have
Subsequently, using (28a), (29), and c1 2 L$-"I, we obtain
Ci-1
By induction, as before, we conclude that c, I 1 also, for k I k" -n.
Q.E.D. where H,(P) A -P In P -(1 -P> ln (1 -P> k*-n ffh*) = ff F Pi,Pk*-n+l,Pk*-n+Z,' "> Pk*+m-1, ,*$m Pi
Proof: By definition (7), Notice that the R'"*"'(D) curve corresponding to state (n,m) and given by (30) and (31) has not yet been shown to constitute a part of the R(D) curve. This will be the case if we can show that the reproducing probabilities {qi, k* -n I: i I k* + m} given by (23) are strictly positive in a distortion interval lowerbounded according to (29) . To find this distortion interval, we observe that due to the continuity of the R(D) curve and its derivative s = R'(D) (and a = es, as well), at the intersection of two distortion intervaIs generated by two different states, the R(D) curves of these two states must have the same slope (and hence, same a values). We subsequently derive the following characterization of these intersection points.
Lemma 4: The slopes at the tangency points of curves R@'s")(D) and R(",mfl) (D) and curves R'",")(D) and @"-1,m'(D), are given by In ark*+") and In ajk*-"+ l), respectively.
Proof: Using (30), we have D,'","' -DC,*+') = Q(k* + m) -(1 -a)-lpk,+m. Hence, D,'",") = D$*"+" at a = azk*+*). By (31),
Consequently, using the following identity (readily proved), ffh,~~,* * .,Pn+l,Q(n + 2)) = ff(~~,p~,.*-,~~,Q(n + 1))
we conclude that R$'**+') = R,c"9m' at a = aik'+*'. We similarIy show that at a = alk*-"+l), D,'","' = DC"-1 ,*I and R,'","' = R'"-I,*) observing now the idintity ' H(P(n),p"+,;..) g H(h(n + l),~~+~;.*) + fYn + 1)ff2(~n+l P(n + 1)-l). Lemma 7 will show that the preceding intersection points are actually tangency points.
The Optimal Solution
Lemma 4 indicates that we can expect an optimal state (n,m) to change into state (n, m + 1) at a = aLk*+m), if max (ajk*-"),ark*+*)) = aLk*+*), and into state (n + 1, m) at a = ajk*-") if the above maximum is alk*-"). The distortion interval in which a state (n,m) is optimal is thus expected to be given by max (a[k*-"),gik*+m)) I a < min (afk*-"+ l),a:k*+m-')). (37) Clearly, if the minimum on the right-hand side (RHS) is not larger than the maximum at the left-hand side (LHS) of the preceding inequality, state (n,m) is not expected to be an optimum state. By Lemma 2, we already know that for state (n,m) in region (37), we have ck I 1, Vk. To show that state (n,m) is optimal in interval (37), it is left to show that the probabilities {qi, k* -n i i 5 k* + m) of the reproducing letters associated with state (n,m) in region (37) are positive. This is established by the next two lemmas. In Lemma 5 we prove the positivity Of {qk*-j, qk*+ i, 1 < j I k*, i > l}, for which the following proposition is required. Proposition 3: For Poisson statistics,
Proof: We have noted in Section II that {pi} possesses a single maximum value at i = [A.] , except that for A integral pn = pn-t. We have also shown that k* equals either [A] or [A] + 1. Hence, the maximum is attained by pk* or pk,-r. Subsequently pn > or < p"+ r according as n > k* or n < k" -1. The expressions on the LHS of (38) are thus positive. We can then write for n > k*,
We have already shown in Proposition 1 that a,(") < a?-'I.
Hence, 1 -a,(") > 1 -a$-'), which implies thatp,/Q(n) > ~n-,lQb -I), or equivalently p,,/p,-1 > Q(n)/Q(n -1) = a?-", which proves (38a). Equation (38b) follows similarly. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5: For n > 1, m > 1 when the states' distribution over the distortion interval is chosen according to (37), we have for each optimal state (n,m) 4i > O, k* -n < i I k* + m.
Proof: 1) Consider first qk,-i, 1 < i I k". The reproducing letter (k* -i) is introduced into the optimal set at a = aikmi+'). It is the smallest reproducing letter in af*-i) 5 a < ajk*-i+l)e 1n .fk*-i-1) s a < a/k*-i), the letter (k* -i) is the second smallest reproducing letter. Observing expressions (23) for the optimal reproducing probabilities, we have to consider the following three distortion regions. l-a) ajk*-i) 5 a < ~~j~*-~+l): by (23),
(1 -a)'q,,-, = (1 -a)P(k* -i) -apkl-i+l so that qk*-i > 0, if and only if a < aik'-i+'), as is the case. l-b) alk*-i-l) (1 -a)2qk,-i = = A = < a < aik*-'): by (23), --a(1 -a)P(k* -i -1)
yl (a> -v264 wherey,(a) Li Pk*-i -a&*-i+l, YZ (a) & P(k* -i -1) -aP(k* -i ). We show that in the present distortion region, VI(a) > y2(a), and subsequently yl(a) > ay2(a) so that qk*-i > 0. For that purpose, notice that y,(ajk*-i)) = [l -ajk*-i)]2qkr-.i(al(k*-i)) > 0, while y2(ajk*-')) = 0. Let a, be defined as the intersection point of lines yl(a) and y2(a);
i.e., yr(oc,) = ~~(a,). Then, yr(a) > ~~(a) in the present region, if and only if a, < c~j~*-~-r). But we have, using Proposition 3, (38b), with IZ = k* -i,
4k*-i-l)-Hence, qk*-i > 0 in the present region.
l-c) 0 5 a < ~ll~*-~-'): by (23) we have
We show that y3(01) > y,(a), for a < CL[~*-~-'), so that qk*-i > 0 in the region. We first notice that ~~(0) = Pkt-i > ~~(0) -pk. _ i _ 1, since we have already observed that pk*-i > Pk*-i-1, for i 2 1. Let a,, be the intersection point of lines ~44 and ~~(4; i.e., ~&d = Ye.
Then, ~~(a> > ~464~ for CI < @-i-l), if and only if al, > @-i-l). But using Proposition 3, (38b), with y1 = k* -i, we have clll = (pk*-i -pk*-i-l)(Pk'-i+l -pk*-i)-' > alk*-i-l) so that qkaei > 0 in this last region as well.
2) We now consider qk* + i, i > 1. We show that qk* + i > 0, following the same procedure as in part 1). Thus indicating the main points, we have the following. z~(cQ~). But, by Proposition 3, (38a), ~lrv = (Pk*+i -Pk*+i+r)(Pk*+i+r -Pk*+i)-l > tlikf+i+l), SO that qk*+i > 0 in this region as well.
A criterion for choosing the first state (following state (0,O) which is chosen at a = amax) which is either (0,l) or (l,O), and a proof of the positivity of qk,qk+l,qk-l, in their optimal regions, are established by the next lemma. For that purpose, we will make use of the following propositions.
Proposition 4 
(40)
since alk*-') < a1 ck*). Hence, we have proved (39a). Equation (39b) follows similarly :
if aLk*) < a:;;'(k*) o Q(k*) > P(k*) al ck*) < ag;;'(k*) o P(k* -1) < Q(k* + 1). Q.E.D.
Proposition 5: For k* 2 1,
for i 2 k* -6 1 Wa) al(i) < a,(i),
c> P(i -1) 2 (1 -pi)/2 c> P(i) 2 (1 + PJ/2.
For i 2 k* + 1, P(i -1) 2 P(k*) 2 $ > (1 --Pi)/29 so that (42a) holds. For i I k* -1, P(i) I P(k* -1) < -$ < (1 + pi)/2, so that (42b) holds. Finally, when i = k*, aik*) >< a (k*) -S P(k* -1) 3 (1 -pkJ/2, so that (42~) holds. c Q.E.D.
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The following result can now be established. Lemma 6: We choose the initial optimal state to be (O,,l) over max (alk*-'), or,) < a c a!$i)(k*), if k* = 0 and for k* 2 1, if P(k* -1) < (1 -p,,)/2, and let it be (1 ,O) over max (~~(~*),a:~'+~)) I a < ag$(k*), otherwise. The rest of the optimal states are then chosen according to (37). Then, for each optimal state (n,m) qk ' O, k* -n I k I k* + m, 0 5 n I k*, m 2 0.
Proof: Utilizing Lemma 5, it is left to show that qk* > O, qk*-1 ' O, qk*+ 1 > 0 in the appropriate regions when the indicated choice of states is adopted. We consider first the initial states. By (23), if the initial optimal state is (l,O), we have
At G,,, we have qk, = 1 and &*-l = 0, so that c&,,, = a(l,O)(k*) as given by (40). We observe that qk* > 0 and ma?. qkeel > 0, for a < a,,, (l*O)(k*). By Lemma 2, this state will be optimal in the distortion interval max (ill, aik*+l)) I a < a,,, (',O)(k*) if this region is not empty. The latter is the case, by Proposition 4, if and only if P(k* -1) > (1 -~~42. Similarly, if (0,l) is the initial optimal state, from (23) we obtain the a,,, = a,$.j)(k*) as given by (40), and qk' > 0, &*+l > 0, for a < amax. By Proposition 4 and Lemma 2, state (0,l) is optimal in max (a["*-')+x,(~*)) I CI < ac;i)(k*), if and only if P(k* -1) < (1 -p&/2, k* 2 1. For k* = 0, one readily observes (0,l) to be optimal in 1 -p. = c(,(~*) I a < ag$(k*) = (1 -po)/po. We have thus proved the statement concerning the optimal initial state.
We now show that, under the stated optimal policy for choosing the states, qk'-1 > 0, k* 2 1, in the appropriate region. Consider first the case where P(k* -1) < (1 -pk,)/2. For alk*-') I a < aik*), we have by (23), (1 -a)2qk,-l = (1 -a)P(k* -1) -a& so that qk*-1 > 0. For B[~*-~) I a -c ajk*-'), we have by (23) (l -d2qk*-l = -a(1 -a)P(k* 7 2) + (1 + a2)pk.-1 -apk' > -upkern + (1 + a2)pksml -upkey since a > ajkte2) + (1 -a) < P~,-~/P(~* -2). One then readily observes that a sufficient condition for qk*-1 > 0 is that pk*-1 > (& + pk*-2)/2, or, equivalently, (pkl + k-2)/ pk,-l < 2. However, k* = [A] , we have 
Hence, qk,-1 > 0, for ~lj~*-~) I CI < alk*+ '). For 0 I a c ~ll~*+~), we have
(1 -a)2q,L, = -a&f-2 + (1 + a2)pk'-l -a&* so that following the preceding argument we conclude that q/@-l > 0. Consider now qk,-1 when P(k* -1) > (1 -p,,)/2. In that case, we have already seen that qk*-1 > 0, for max (acck'), alk*-')) I a < a$z)(k*).
If now max (ac(k*),~l(k*-l)) = a (k*) the next state is (1,l) . By (25) we obtain that qk,-1 > 0 ii region ajk*-l) I CI < c~c(~*), if c( < CII(~*). But by Proposition 5, (42~) indicates that acck*) < ill in the present case, so that CI < clLk*) =z. a < ~1~ (k*). For the case where max (aeck*), af+l)) = alk*-'), and generally for a < ajk*-'), the proof that qk,-1 > 0 proceeds identically to that written previously for case P(k* -1) < (1 -p&/2.
We show now that &'+I > 0, in the appropriate region. First consider the case where P(k* -1) > (1 -p&/2. We have then seen that optimal initial state is (l,O). The proof that qk,+ 1 > 0, for a < Al, is seen to be identical to that of Lemma 5, in which we have shown that qkl+ i > 0, for max (alck*) ack*+')) < a < a(O,l)(k*). If now max ark*+l)) = ;F+lj, '"" (N,(~*) 9 next state is (0,2), and by (25) (l -a)2qk*+l = --a(1 -a)P(k*) + (1 + a')~~,+~ -a(1 -a)Q(k* + 2)
< -apk; -t (1 + u2)pk*+r -a(1 -a)Q(k* + 2) ' since a > Cltk*) a 1 -a < p,,/P(k*). However, for CI < c&~'+ l) the latter expression is shown to be positive, followiig thlproof Of Lemma 5. Hence, &r+ 1 > 0, for a < aLk*+ 'I, under present conditions. If, on the other hand, max (t~l(~*), aLk*+')) = ill the next optimal state is (1,l). By (25), we see that then &'l+ 1 > 0, for max (alk*-'),a%*+ ") I a < ajk*), if and only if c( < a, G*) But by Proposition 5 we have . al(k*) < IX,(~*) here, so that a < alck*) =s. a -c ~1, (k*). The proof that ++I > 0, for c1 < CL, ck*+ l) then follows as before.
Finally, we show that qk* > 0 for the stated optimal policy, a I amax. Consider first the case where P(k* -1) < (1 -p,.)/2. The initial state is (0,l) and we have seen that qk* > 0, for max (a,(k*),akk*+l)) I a < a,$z'(k*). If now max (al(k*),aLk*+ 1') = a:k*+ 0, we observe from (23) that for max (or, c&~*+~)) 5 a < ack*+ l) qk* > 0, if and only if c1 < alk*+ '). But by Proposition ; we have that ark*+ ') < ajk*+" so that M < ark*+ ') =z-c( < crjk*+ '1 as required. If max (CI~ @*I , auk*+')) = ill, then for max (~1~'~ l),~li~*+ ')) I a < a/k*1 state (1,l) follows and we have by (25) (1 -a)2qk, = -cr(l -a)P(k* -1) + (1 + a2)pkl -cr(1 -a)Q(k* + 1) > -apk&..l + (1 + a2)pk* -cr(1 -a)Q(k* + 1) > -a&.-, + (1 + a2)pkl -apkl+l.
The latter expression is now shown to be positive for the case where k* = [A] , by proving that then pk' > (&+ 1 + pk.+ ,)/2. We have for k* = [A] ' aMxio,l) are the only maximal values) and can therefore apply actk*+3' aclk*+Z' Proposition 3, (38a) with n = k*, and use the same proof procedure as in Lemma 5 to deduce that qk* > 0, Vu < al(k*). The proof that qk* > 0 when P(k* -1) < (1 -p,4/2 is analogous to that above, and will therefore be omitted. teristic of the initial optimal state can be deduced from Lemma 6.
Corollary 1: For any Poisson distribution whose intensity A' 2 1 is integral, the optimal initial state is (1,O). For general i, the optimal initial state is (0,l) when (approximately)
and is (1,0) otherwise. Proof: For I 2 1 integral, k* = ;1 and we have seen that P(k* -1) + RAP,. = 3 where 5 < R, < $. Hence, P(k* -1) = 3 -R,p, > (1 -p,,)/2 and by Lemma 6 the optimal initial state is (l,O). timal state distribution is obtained from the intersection of the intervals of the previous two lines. We summarize our main result by the following theorem.
Theorem I: The rate-distortion function of a Poisson sequence is given parametrically in terms of the optimal state (n,m), k" 2 n 2 0, m 2 0, by the D,'"*"') and R,("*"') of (30) and (31). The optimal state distribution is determined by (37), and is initially (l,O), if P(k* -1) > (1 -p&/2, k* 2 1, and (0,l) otherwise.
We note that the number of optimal states is countably infinite. Thus as (n,m) --f (k*,co) the length of the distortion interval associated with each state tends to zero. In particular, the state (k*,co) is therefore associated with a distortion interval of length zero. Hence, we use the whole set of reproducing letters only at the point D = 0.
IV. BOUNDS AND APPROXIMATIONS TO THE RATE-DISTORTION

FUNCTION so that
Behavior at Low and High Distortions P(k* -1)
If 1 Note that Corollary 1 indicates that (approximately) the optimal initial state is (0,l) for n + 6 < I < n + 3, and is (1,0) otherwise, where n is any nonnegative integer.
We have obtained the optimal state distribution and thus derived the rate-distortion curve for a Poisson sequence. For a fixed given 1, the optimal state distribution is easily obtained graphically by plotting an m-axis line on which the values {aLk"+'), i 2 1 when P(k* -1) c (1 -&*)/2 and i 2 0, otherwise} are indicated, and an n-axis line on which the values (aik*-'), 0 I i I k* when P(k* -1) < (I -pk.)/2 and 1 < i 5 k*, otherwise} are indicated (Fig. 1) . The opAt low distortion values we'have a << 1 and D -Do("*m) < 1. Using there the approximations a(1 + a)-' N a, a(1 -a)- ' N a, (30) 
Using (44) in (31) we obtain the following approximation to the rate-distortion function at low distortions, for the state (n,m) :
-In D -Dohm) 1 + P(k* + m -1) -P(k* -n + 1) * (45) Equation (45) can be further simplified by noting that at low distortions m >> 1, n M k*, so that
pi ~ Q(1) = 1 -PO and Dotnpm) x 0, H("*") w H. Hence, we have D z rz(2 -pe) and the following low-distortion approximation results :
In particular, when Iz > 1 we havep, x 0 and consequently obtain for D << 1 the simple expression
At high distortion values, we can consider the ratedistortion function associated with the initial optimal state. By Lemma 6, (30), and (31), we obtain for P(k* -1) > (1 -pk.)/2 and high distortions
while for P(k* -1) < (1 -p,,)/2 and high distortions we have
(k*-n+l) a1
, while for a # I$~*-"+~) we have R("-l*m)(D) > Rcnym)(D). A similar analysis follows for the relation between R'",")(D) and R ("*m+l)(D). We have thus obtained the following property.
Lemma 7 for a r max (~(:~*+~),a$~*-")). (54) Proof: We have to show (54). State (n,m) is optimal in interval (37), so that R(D) = R("*")(D) in this distortion region. In the next higher distortion region either state (n, m -1) or state (n -1, m) is optimal. In the first case, using (53), R(D) = R("ym-l) (0) 2 Rcnp")(D), while in the second case, using (52), R(D) = R("-19m)(D) 2 Rcn9")(D), in the appropriate distortion region. Continuing recursively, one readily obtains (54).
where D,,, is given by (16). The distortion interval in which Equation (54) yields a useful set of lower bounds to the LHS equality in (48), (49) holds is indicated by Lemma R(D), which can be used in the appropriate distortion range 6. For somewhat lower distortion values, (48) and (49) can of interest. In particular, a useful simple lower bound serve as approximations.
follows from (54) when we let n = k* and m --t co. We then We thus choose K = (1 -a)(1 + a)-', so that ck I 1, Vk.
Using the set {dj = K/pj}, the preceding relationship yields
